Old space | New space
New services - The global coverage

- Global Coverage
- Mass Production
- Large scale launching (monthly)
- Spectrum demanding regulation
New services - The global coverage

- OneWeb (900 Sat’s)
- Boeing (4,000 Sat’s !!!)
- VIASAT
- Others
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Long production cycle

Mass production
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Space Debris
This should be always our point of view. This is our Raw Material:
- Knowing
- Exploiting
- Transforming
- Selling

Many things happen here every day.
Santa Maria Ground Segment Hub, through the Açores
Tracking Launchers

SMA Tracking Station is part of the Ariane Tracking Stations Network used to support launcher vehicles.
Since 2007 EDISOFT provides an operational service for EMSA (European Maritime Safety Agency)
New Challenges for the upcoming years
To become a Ground Segment Hub in Azores – Azores Space Gateway

New services in 2017/2018
TT&C missions, Tracking private launchers, LEOP support missions, EUMETSAT EPS – SG new station
Santa Maria
The Ground Segment Hub, through the Azores